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Introduction

The rapid integration of both Internet and wireless technology into contemporary American culture has created both benefits and detriments for survivors of intimate violence. The Internet has provided domestic violence organizations with a greater capacity to reach out to victims of domestic violence than previously possible through print and word-of-mouth outreach efforts. It has also provided some women, albeit predominantly economically privileged women, greater access to resources about domestic violence as well as Internet based support groups. Unfortunately, Internet and wireless technologies have also aided batterers' efforts to further monitor and control their partners' activities, thereby placing battered women at risk of serious and fatal injuries. This paper explores: 1) the prevalence of web usage by both survivors of intimate violence and the organizations that serve them; 2) the ways in which batterers misuse communication technology to monitor and control their partners' activities; and 3) precautions that survivors and organizations can employ to safeguard themselves from liability and harm.

Communication Technology Usage

For those in the United States with the economic privilege to afford it, Internet and wireless communication penetration rates have steadily increased. Today, over 168 million United States households currently have Internet access (Nielsen/Netratings, 2001) and more than 50% of households in the 25 largest U.S. cities use a wireless phone (J.D. Power and Associates, 2001). In the previous year, the percentage of consumers accessing the Internet from wireless phones doubled to 23% (J.D. Power and Associates, 2001). Internet access anytime, anywhere is the wave of the future and experts predict that by 2005, over one billion users worldwide will use the Internet (U.S. Internet Council, 2001). So, how does this rapid proliferation of innovative communication technologies impact human service delivery and specifically, the provision of advocacy and support to survivors of intimate violence?

The Internet offers new opportunities for outreach and a new arena for service delivery, which is very attractive to a movement committed to social change. While there are many advantages, domestic violence organizations should temper enthusiasm for this new medium with a critical examination of innovative communication technology usage. The foundation of the battered women's movement is to provide services that are accessible to all people so that no one is denied access. The digital divide, a term used to describe the chasm between those with and without Internet access, limits some people's access to online resources. Therefore, domestic violence organizations must learn about the digital divide (see Appendix A) in order to understand who benefits from services that involve innovative communication technologies. Domestic violence organizations should carefully weigh budget allocation decisions regarding the development or enhancement of programming. If programs devote limited financial resources to merely developing Internet-related services, they will neglect to meet the needs of all people. Further, organizations must ensure that the technologies they deploy do not further ostracize parts of the population, such as the disabled, from their services.
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Survivors Online

There are no empirical studies documenting survivors' use of the Internet. However, by looking at studies regarding women's web usage and general rates of women's victimization, it is possible to make projections about survivors' use of the web.

Women are surfing the world-wide-web in record numbers and have surpassed men in usage, representing a little over half of the total web population (Rickert & Sacharow, 2000). The American Psychological Association (1996) suggests that one in three adult women experience at least one physical assault by a partner during adulthood. These rates of victimization also appear in teen dating relationships and same-sex couples (Barnes, 1998; Brustin, 1995). If half of the web population is female, and one-third of all women are victims of intimate violence (and it is acknowledged that this rate is consistent among teens and same-sex relationships), then it is reasonable to conclude that a significant percentage of Internet users are victims of domestic violence. With over 168 million U.S. households using the Internet, the potential number of survivors using the Internet is staggering.

Only one study to date documents online help-seeking requests from survivors of intimate violence. This study examined 427 email requests sent to Violence Against Women Online Resources, a website that delivers information on interventions to stop violence against women. Survivors of intimate violence sent in 153 (35.8%) of the total requests between October 1, 1999 and September 30, 2000. Survivors predominantly requested (66%) advocacy or crisis support (Kranz, 2001).

Domestic Violence Organizations Online

The Internet is a powerful medium offering many benefits to domestic violence organizations. It can break down barriers to some underserved populations, reduce costly and cumbersome outreach methods, and communicate critical communication in a timely manner.

The Internet can alleviate physical and geographic barriers causing isolation for people with mobility limitations due to disabilities, those who live in rural areas with limited support resources available to them, and those with care-giving responsibilities who are unable to leave their home. People who may otherwise be unable to access assistance can find others with similar interests and a variety of resources that may meet their needs.

The web allows for immediate posting and updating of information. Printed materials can quickly become out-of-date, leaving domestic violence organizations with large quantities of obsolete or inaccurate information. Alternatively, the web allows for changes to be made and viewed by the public instantaneously and is thereby an attractive alternative for communicating time-sensitive matters about legislation, technology, events and time-limited projects.

Jerry Finn, a leading researcher in the field of online human service delivery, has documented the surge
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of domestic violence material on the web. By using Hotbot, an internet search engine, Finn (2000a) found that 24,880 "org" web pages were indexed under "family violence" and other related terms in February 1999. This represented a 37% increase in just six months.

Finn (2000b) also conducted a survey of 166 domestic violence organizations with a web site. He found that domestic violence organizations reported five main functions they hoped to achieve with their online presence: (1) agency visibility; (2) direct service; (3) community education; (4) advocacy; and (5) securing resources (Finn, 2000). Domestic violence organizations reported the following types of direct services offered through their web presence: (1) online assessments of violent relationship; (2) outreach to survivors; (3) information and referral; (4) direct service through email; (5) links to monitored online chat rooms; (6) online support groups; and (7) art and stories by survivors (Finn 2000b).

Much more research is needed to guide domestic violence organizations' rapidly growing web presence. Finn (2000b) notes, "...there has been little empirical study of the types of services offered online or the benefits and problems encountered by human service organizations in providing these services."

Technological advancements have outpaced program evaluation. However, despite the lack of empirical study, domestic violence organizations have created a growing array of resources on the web.

Return to top of the page

Batterers' Use of Technology

Batterers are using Internet and wireless technologies to aid their efforts to control their partners' activities by committing high-tech eavesdropping, tampering with email, monitoring home and Internet activities, and tracking the locations of their victims. No empirical studies to date have examined these misuses of technology, but advocates who work with battered women are reporting anecdotal accounts of batterers using surveillance equipment, covert web monitoring software, caller ID and other devices to locate, harass, and stalk their victims.

Cindy Southworth, a consultant who trains domestic violence advocates on technology issues, relays technology risks and victims' stories in her advocate training materials, entitled Critical Domestic Violence Advocacy, Technology and Safety Information. She details how batterers may misuse certain technologies and informs advocates how to more securely use technology and plan for safety with victims using technology (Southworth, 2001).

The following information describes some of the ways batterers can monitor their partners' communication:

- **High-tech eavesdropping**: A wireless (cellular) phone can be used as a listening device. Depending on the phone's settings, it can silently pick up sounds within its proximity. A batterer can strategically place a wireless phone in a home, car, or on someone's person and call the number throughout the day to hear conversations and activities. The phone never rings, but automatically answers. If the victim is not aware of these features, she will never know that her communication is monitored (Southworth, 2001). Certain models of corded fax and answering machines also offer this feature, although the ringing action is usually more obvious.

  Batterers may be particularly capable of monitoring the communication of a partner with a physical disability. Certain visual impairments may require a person to use large print or a
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software program that reads aloud text from the computer screen. Others may be able to read the large print from a distance or hear the computerized voice from a doorway or nearby cubicle without the visually impaired person knowing someone is there. Or a readily available baby monitor may be used. Other disabilities may necessitate the use of a voice-type dictation program enabling a user to speak into a microphone while the computer types the text. In these scenarios, privacy is difficult to achieve because a partner, colleague, or caregiver may see or hear a confidential conversation about a sensitive matter.

Batterers can also use a scanner to monitor communication transmitted over most brands of analog wireless or cordless phones. A well-positioned scanner in a car on the street can pick up conversations on a wireless or cordless phone in a home. Survivors should secure phone communication about sensitive matters by using a "traditional" phone with a cord that is plugged into the wall. This will ensure that a nearby scanner, baby monitor, or another cordless phone cannot pick up the signal (Southworth, 2001). If a call starts on a cordless phone and the user switches to a traditional phone, the cordless phone may continue to broadcast even after it is hung up. It is safer to unplug the cordless after switching to a traditional phone.

- **Email tampering**: It is possible for batterers to intercept or re-direct email to their account or they can program email software to place a copy of mail messages in other mailboxes. It is also easy to remotely check incoming email and leave the messages on the main email server without alerting the survivor at the home computer that the messages have already been read. Survivors may not be aware that their mail is being copied or they may not realize that the software program stores a copy of each message sent in the "Sent Items" folder. Survivors may feel they have deleted mail that has been sent or received, but have not realized that they must also empty their "deleted email folder" in order to erase any record of the correspondence. For private correspondence, it might be safest to set up a separate email account using a web-based email service such as Yahoo Mail or Hotmail. As long as the password is kept private and the automatic login feature is disabled, it is difficult to hack into these sites. Note, however, that the web browser's History Log feature will show that the email site was visited, although it won't reveal the contents. Delete the History Log if this is a matter of concern. However, if a monitoring program is running on the computer (see below), web-based mail in addition to almost all computer use, can be viewed by the abuser even if the history and temporary files are cleared.

- **Monitoring home and Internet activity**: Batterers can use web cams and other hidden surveillance cameras to monitor their partners' activities when they are away from a shared home or at their former partner's new home. Web cameras are small devices about the size of ping-pong ball that can be installed almost anywhere. Images picked up by the camera's lens can be viewed via a web page, thereby allowing abusive partners to monitor activities happening at home. Victims are often unaware that these cameras exist in their homes because they have been discreetly installed.

Internet browsers (i.e. Netscape and Explorer) keep several histories of recent sites visited on the web. Survivors may not realize this information is automatically saved in the computer's temporary Internet file or cache file and batterers can access this file to discover where they have been online. Other software programs (i.e. Big Brother, WinGuardian, CyberPatrol, Spy Agent, and numerous others) invisibly monitor a user's activities such as web surfing, online chatting, and email exchanges. While these programs are often marketed to parents as a tool to filter and track their child's exposure to inappropriate Internet content, individuals who seek to monitor their partners' Internet communications also utilize them. These programs have the capacity to take pictures of the computer screen, record a user's ID and passwords, record both the sender and receiver's chat correspondence and incoming or outgoing mail. The software generates a report
that is sent over the Internet to whomever is monitoring the communication, thereby giving batterers remote access to all Internet communication.

Newer email viruses such as the NIMDA virus allow even unsophisticated hackers to install "backdoors" into Windows systems that allow remote control of the computer. Be very careful of opening any email attachments, even if they are from people you know and trust. Run and update anti-virus software often. Other operating systems such as MacOS and Linux are much less vulnerable to back-door attacks, but if an abuser has physical or remote access to a survivor's computer, there are many tools to monitor her computer use.

- **Tracking the location of victims**: Batterers can use features like caller ID, last number call-return, and fax headers to determine their partners' approximate location. By calling national directory assistance, one can request an operator to look up an address that correlates to a phone number. If a survivor flees to a shelter, but communicates with the batterer (or someone who shares information with the batterer), the batterer may track the location of the victim through the number listed at the head of a faxed document or from the display of a phone with caller ID. Many people are unaware that they need to enter a special code or re-program their fax in order to "block" their number from being displayed. Free caller ID "line-blocking" can be placed on regular phone lines and fax lines to prevent the phone number from appearing with caller ID.

It is important to be very careful of calling 1-800 type "call-me" numbers. Toll-free numbers report the phone number of the caller on the phone bill, even if Caller-ID blocking is established. This is because the phone company believes that the person who is paying the bill has the right to know where the calls are coming from. The most anonymous way to call someone is to use a pre-paid telephone card purchased from a national vendor. Although these are not totally anonymous, they require much more work to track down.

Global Positioning Software (GPS) technology is now readily available on the consumer market. Batterers can install GPS in a car for less than $300 and the system is accurate enough to tell which side of the road a car is parked. The antenna is about one-inch by one-inch and requires a clear view of the sky. Victims may not realize what this antenna does or notice it at all. Once installed, the unit logs the location, time, and speed of vehicle at all times. There have already been reports of people installing GPS units to track their teenagers' and spouses' use of the family car.

The cellular and PCS wireless industry has been mandated by the government to develop technologies that allow emergency personnel to pinpoint the location of a person using a phone, to call 911, for example. This has already been implemented in some areas. While the current iteration only allows for 911 services to get location data, the precedence in such countries as the U.K. is for real-time and logged location information to be made available by subpoena from courts or to marketing companies who hope to provide listings of nearby businesses to the user of the phone.

---

**Mitigating Risks**

Primary risks of online service delivery include threats to personal safety, liability to the service
provider, confidentiality breaches, lack of privacy, and ineffective service delivery (Banach and Bernat, 2000; Finn, 2001; Levine, 2000; Meier, 2000; Sampson, Jr., 2000; and Waldron, Lavitt and Kelley). Domestic violence organizations must ensure that their practices do not further endanger people they serve or the staff members providing the services. Any response made with Internet communication, faxes or phones with Caller ID has the potential to endanger the safety of a victim if intercepted or read by someone other than the victim. Recognizing the safety implication involved with such a response is the first step to creating safer organizational practices.

Safety and ethical issues involved with online service delivery and other innovative communication technologies include: a) violations of privacy; b) misunderstood communications; c) disinhibited communication and premature intimacy; d) rapid and wide spread of inaccurate information; e) cyber-addiction; f) misrepresentation of identity; g) unanticipated and burdensome obligations; h) lack of procedures and rules; i) online harassment and stalking; and j) a lack of knowledge about technology (Waldron, Lavitt and Kelley).

These safety and ethical issues create liability issues for individual staff members, organizations, and perhaps technology developers. How should staff respond to an email message without possibly affecting a survivor's safety? If a particular organization cannot help a victim, can staff forward email to another organization that may be better suited to meet the need? Can an organization be held liable if a victim is harmed as a result of receiving help online? Can the company that developed the covert monitoring software be held liable for the damage caused to a victim who was unaware that the program was emailing reports of her Internet activity to her partner? Only one study to date specifically addresses liability issues for online service delivery by domestic violence organizations. In that study, Finn (2001) reveals that no legal precedent has been established regarding these matters.

There are a variety of practices that can be implemented on both micro- and macro-levels to mitigate problems due to innovative communication technologies. Victims, advocates, and technology developers can undertake steps to initiate protective measures and therefore safer technology usage:

- **Victims and organizations alike must first become aware of the implications involved with service delivery via innovative communication technology**. A public awareness campaign is needed at both the local and national levels. Such a campaign could involve radio, television, print and online public service announcements targeted to battered women informing them of the ways in which their communication may be monitored and suggesting safer communication alternatives.

- **Victims must recognize that their computers and wireless phones are not secure communication devices**. Victims of intimate violence should use computers that their batterers do not have direct or remote access to or if they choose to use their computer for help-seeking, they should regularly clear their many different history files, empty their trash, check for covert web software. These activities, however, do not entirely secure the communication especially from hidden monitoring programs that record all computer use. Victims should also look for installed surveillance equipment like web cams, examine the settings on their wireless phones, avoid wireless/cordless phone communication about sensitive matters, and seek local face-to-face support to deal with the effects of domestic violence. Use of public computers such as in libraries or Internet cafes and web-based email services such as Yahoo Mail or Hotmail may be safer.

- **Domestic violence organizations should develop criteria to evaluate web publishing content, especially with respect to assessment tools**. There are many resources about domestic violence on the web including red flags of abusive relationships (Domestic Abuse Project, 2001), types of abuse and warning signs (Boston University, 2001), and lethality assessment tools (VAWnet).
If assessment worksheets (i.e. "Red Flags of an Abusive Relationship" and "Lethality Assessment Checklist") are normally distributed and discussed in the presence of a trained advocate/counselor, organizations should think twice before posting such content to the web. Any tool that is better delivered in the presence of a trained professional who can help interpret sensitive findings, is not appropriate for web posting (Sampson, Jr., 2000).

- **Organizations should use disclaimers on web sites, create web forms instead of "mailto" codes for email messages, draft protocol regarding online response, encourage local, face-to-face support, and not use email as a long-term advocacy tool.** Organizations should initiate a public awareness campaign at the local level that educates battered women in their service area about the possible harmful effects and safer usage of technology.

- **Technology developers should consider product testing with battered women's advocates, holding focus groups with battered women and their advocates, consulting an attorney regarding liability, and developing a public relations campaign about their technology developments that offer "safe features" for battered women.** These PR opportunities can increase awareness and public support for their products.

- **Organizations should also be conscious that technology can limit as well as liberate.** For example, deaf victims cannot use traditional voice telephone services so counselors should be educated on how to use TTY or relay services. Web sites should be designed to be fully accessible by those with limited vision, hearing, or mobility. For example, many flashy graphic laden web sites are inaccessible for computerized text-to-speech readers for the blind; have gaudy colors that are illegible to the colorblind or visually impaired; have tiny buttons or require click-and-drag; have QuickTime movies without captions; and so forth. As with printed content material, care must be taken not to alienate based on social class, educational level, gender, race, ethnic or cultural difference.

- **The battered women's movement should develop guidelines and promising practices for online service delivery.** Once developed, a training program could be implemented to instruct advocates at the local level about safe technology practices and how to implement a local public safety campaign.

(See also Appendix B for ways to maintain privacy.)

Some people in the battered women's movement argue that the risks associated with innovative communication technologies are too great and the development of new approaches is too daunting for a movement with limited resources. While it is important to recognize the challenges, it is imperative that we do not become overwhelmed or impeded by them. Sound advice to that end can be found in the words of Mary Banach and Frances Bernat, two social work researchers:

The practitioner should not forego using the Internet of service delivery just because the medium is still new and the method of service is still undergoing development. Protecting a client's right to confidentiality and privacy may require a practitioner to continually update her or his computer system and instruct clients and staff in their usage. The practitioner should not be discouraged in using Internet service delivery, he or she just needs to understand that their professional duties require them to consider different methods of protecting client files, records, communications, and confidences (Banach and Bernat, 2000).
Overall, it is imperative that battered women's advocates acknowledge technology issues as a critical priority and thereby designate time and resources to the cause. As a movement, we must adapt an attitude that recognizes the power of technology and the rapid proliferation that has taken place in current American culture. These new communication technologies offer many benefits to the field of domestic violence intervention and prevention. They should not be feared and avoided. Instead, they should be understood and harnessed to create positive social change.

Appendix A

The digital divide is a term used to describe the chasm between those with and without Internet access. According to the United States Internet Council (2001), the divide is based on a household's annual income but is often misunderstood as a race-based disparity.

Many households cannot afford the privilege of Internet access. In a study of 200,000 web users, 78% of American households with an income over $75,000 had web access, compared to 21% of households with incomes less than $15,000 (Austen, 2000). The digital divide has segregated American citizens into "information-haves" and "have-nots," leaving the nation's poor, a third of the U.S. population, out in the technological cold.

The United States Internet Council believes, however, "The U.S. should not fear a widening of the digital divide within the country. Government and industry commitments to combating the digital divide, as well as the declining costs of computers and Internet access, indicate that it will continue to narrow. Because of these efforts, many more Americans will be able to access the Internet and contribute to the closure of the digital divide" (United States Internet Council, 2001).

Appendix B

Ways to maintain your privacy:

- Do not use standard 80mhz or 800mhz analog cordless phones. These can be monitored quite simple. Use corded phones or cordless phones with "Digital Spread Spectrum" (DSS) technology, these are highly resistant to eavesdropping.

- Do not use standard older analog cell phones which can easily be intercepted using commercial radio scanners. The newer Sprint PCS, AT&T Digital, and other CDMA/TDMA/PCS/GSM phones are resistant to eavesdropping. Note that some "dual mode" phones may switch to analog mode depending on the area. Make sure your phone indicates when you are "analog roaming." Also note that an "all-digital network" doesn't mean the cell-phone to tower connection is necessarily digital. Make sure it says PCS, TDMA, CDMA, or GSM on the phone somewhere.

- Baby monitors and small transceivers are easy ways to monitor someone without their knowledge.
Most have a limited range of 30-300 feet.

- You can ask your cell and landline telephone provider to block outgoing caller ID. However, note that the recipient of 800, 877, and 866 toll-free numbers receive the number of the caller REGARDLESS OF CALLER-ID BLOCKING STATUS. The rationale is that as the one who pays for the phone call, they should know who is calling regardless. Do not call toll-free numbers from your home phone if you do not want your number revealed. The safest way to call is from a payphone using the pre-paid telephone cards sold at gas stations, however even those records are susceptible to subpoena.

- Soon, cell-phones will be able to give location data back to the phone company as part of E-911 services. The good news is that if someone assaults you, in the near future you only have to call 911 on your cell phone and the police will immediately know where to send a vehicle without you having to say a word. The bad news is that a hacker or a batterer with a subpoena may be able to also obtain this data.

- It is very easy to install logging software on a computer or network that tracks everything that is done, including email sent and received and web sites visited. This software is very hard to detect and circumvent. At the very least, become aware of how to clear your web browser log and how to use web-based email services such as YahooMail or Hotmail. Use public library or Internet cafe computers if you suspect your home computer in the least.

- Internet access to bank accounts and credit card accounts makes it easy for someone to monitor your financial transactions without your knowledge. Your bank account or credit account might be linked without your knowing it. Be sure to either use banks that are so primitive they don't have internet linking, or go ahead and create the internet bank account yourself and change the password to something that you have never used before. Many people never change their PINs and passwords, even after their divorce. Don't make that mistake.

- Answering machines, fax-answerers, and cell phones can be programmed to let the calling party enter a special code to eavesdrop on a room's conversation. If you notice your phone ring and then go silent, inspect it carefully to ensure it is not in monitoring mode.

- It is trivially easy to obtain the location of someone from their email headers, especially if they are using a home internet account. The headers will tell anyone who looks at them which "nodes" your message transferred through. Often the node will look like: smtp-relay.saint-paul.mn.company.net which will clearly indicate that you are located somewhere in the Saint Paul area. Use free anonymous web-based accounts such as Hotmail (note that privacy data from Hotmail has been uncovered by subpoena) to hide your dial-in location.

- It is also trivially easy to install a "backdoor" onto a home computer which allows someone easy access to all of your files, including email and account passwords over the Internet. Never let anyone you do not trust near your computer, even for a second. Never open email attachments, regardless of the format or sender. If you suspect your computer might be contaminated, reformat the hard drive and install applications from the original disks. Use public library or Internet cafe computers and free email accounts (Yahoo Mail; Hotmail) if you suspect monitoring. Macintosh and Linux computers are much less susceptible than Windows; however, even they are not totally immune.

- GPS units can be installed in hidden locations in vehicles, allowing someone to track your
movements very accurately. However, GPS antennas must have a clear view of the sky so they are usually installed on the window glass, front dashboard, or back dashboard area. GPS antennas come in two varieties: square 1" x 1" flat antennas and short stubby 2" antennas. Covering the antenna with tin foil will temporarily disable it without damaging the unit.
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